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Background on Acceptance

 Increase in number of aid worker security incidents over past 
decade

 In many contexts, NGOs face challenges in carrying out 
mission/activities while also reducing exposure to security 
risks in difficult environments.

 Many organizations subscribe to “acceptance” as primary 
security management approach (complemented by protection 
and deterrence)



Background on Acceptance

 Although acceptance is often the preferred security 
management approach:
 Lack of guidelines on how to implement
 Lack of guidance on how to determine the degree of 

acceptance in a certain place/time or how to monitor it over 
time

 Not well-conceptualized or consistently applied by many 
NGOs



Collaborative Learning Approach to NGO Security 
Management project

 Eighteen month grant: 2010-2011
 Funded by OFDA to Save the Children

 Objective: Document NGOs’ current conceptual understanding 
and practice of acceptance as a security management strategy 
through an inter-NGO Collaborative Learning Approach in 
order to create realistic, practical guidance on 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of acceptance and 
national staff security.
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Field Research

Kenya, Uganda, and South 
Sudan

103 Interviews with NGO staff 
in different positions at 
different organizations 

20 Focus groups with 
community members 

16 Organizations sent staff to 
participate 



Field Research Overview

Uganda

Field sites : Kampala, Moroto, Pader
7 NGOs sent staff to participate 

Kenya 

Field sites : Nairobi, Eldoret, Isiolo
4 NGOs sent staff to participate 

South Sudan

Field sites : Juba, Kapoeta, Bor
8 NGOs sent staff to participate



What is acceptance? 

“Acceptance is founded on effective relationships and 
cultivating and maintaining consent from beneficiaries, local 
authorities, belligerents and other stakeholders. This in turn is 
a means of reducing or removing potential threats in order to 
access vulnerable populations and undertake 
programmeactivities” (Fast and O’Neill 2010). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion queston – when you think about acceptance concepuatally, what do you think of? 



Field Research Questions on Acceptance 

The field research sought to answer three questions: 

1. How do organizations gain and maintain acceptance? 

2. How do organizations assess and monitor the presence and 
degree of acceptance? 

3. How do organizations determine whether acceptance is 
effective in a context?



1. Gaining and maintaining acceptance

 What specifically do organizations do 
to gain acceptance? 

 Entry strategy 
 Clear and consistent communications
 Transparency and accountability –

feedback mechanisms
 Participatory approach
 Personnel and staffing 
 Adapt programs to meet community

needs
 Transition and exit strategy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Entry strategy Formal agreements with gov’t administrationManage expectationsClarify mission, values, programmatic focusRespectful approach to all stakeholdersTransparencyClear and consistent communicationsTransparencyInformation sharingFeedback/Complaint mechanismsAccountabilityParticipatory approachConducting assessmentsSharing resultsDesigning programsDecision makingM&EOwnershipTransparency and accountability	cross-cutting	feedback mechanismsPersonnel and staffing Code of conductHire locally whenever possible (HR policy)Engage local volunteersTrain and orientate staff (technical, cultural, etc)Community Boards and Advisory GroupsAdapt programs to meet community needsEquity in access and sharing benefitsAccountability to communitiesCollaborate with other NGOs NGO coordination (not competition)District Steering Committee and Working GroupsJoint assessments Information sharing (activities, incidents, movements, etc.)Coordinated programmingTransition and exit strategyBe open with community from beginningDevelop exit strategy earlyGive sufficient notice/remindersConsider dependencies and plan for themBuild local capacity to succeedHand over to other NGO/CBOExplain roles and responsibilities going forwardPublic handing over (transparency)



Example: Personnel & Staffing 

 Hire locally whenever possible (HR policy – 80% rule)
 Local v. national staff disparities
 Staff composition 
 Staff behavior

 Code of conduct
 Train and orientate staff (cultural context, acceptance-related skills, 

etc)
 Transparent recruitment and hiring processes 
 Community Boards and Advisory Groups
 Engage community volunteers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Personnel & Staffing as an example of how different areas of an organization’s operations can influence acceptance. You could cut this slide to save room for the matrix exercises. Examples from the field: Staff compositionIn Uganda, key informants discussed the negative impact on community acceptance when organizations hire individuals from another part of the country for key staff positions. In South Sudan, government officials and community members expressed discontent with the drain in resources that non-Sudanese staff represent (with higher pay and more costly benefits) at the expense of additional services that they might otherwise receive. In Kenya, community members suggested non-Kenyans were better able to maintain neutrality and avoid tribal affiliation.Transparent recruitment One organization in South Sudan asks community elders to sit in on job interviews, and the elders later explain to the community who the organization hired and why. 



2. Assessing and monitoring the presence and degree 
of acceptance 

 How do you know you’ve gained acceptance? 

 Formal documents – MoU, certifications, etc. 
 Levels of participation in organizational events
 Lack of incidents (related to acceptance)
 Involvement of community and local leaders in projects, meetings, events, 

etc
 Access to program areas and beneficiary populations
 Community publicly commits to accepting responsibility for staff safety
 Community members or other stakeholders share security-related 

information with the organization 
 Community members or other stakeholders intervene to prevent or 

resolve a security incident 
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Indicators of having gained acceptanceFormal documents – MoU, certifications, etc.Levels of participation in organizational eventsAtmosphere during meetingsWilling involvement of local leaders Community contribution to projectsStaff feel at ease in communityLack of incidents (related to acceptance)Understanding of environmentCommunity shares security information/warningIdentity leads to non-targeting/mitigationAbility to carry out workContinued access to program areas (comparative)Community leaders act as escortsCommunity wishes to extend projectNGO approached by community to intercede in local issueOther communities seek to join projectsCommunity willing to broker conflict between NGO and other actorsCommunity publicly commit to accept responsibility for staff safetyAccess to program areas and beneficiary populationsCommunity publicly commits to accepting responsibility for staff safetyCommunity members or other stakeholders share security-related information with organizationCommunity members or other stakeholders intervene to prevent or resolve an incident 



3. Determining whether acceptance is effective in a 
given context 

 What indicators could you use to determine that acceptance 
is effective as a security management approach? 

 Community members or other stakeholders share security-related 
information with organization

 Community members or other stakeholders act to protect staff in times 
of insecurity

 Community members or other stakeholders intervene on behalf of an 
organization to prevent or resolve an incident

 Community members or other stakeholders intervene after an incident 
to help the NGO “right a wrong” (i.e. return stolen goods)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dual indicators – some indicators show that 1) an organization has gained acceptance and 2) that acceptance is working. Specific examples of information sharing (security-related)Overall context and risk analysisSpecific incidentsTrouble brewingDangerous locationsWarned of ambushes, movementsPostpone meetings/eventsExamples from the field: Sharing of security-related information: “A lot of information is provided by communities. It is like ‘tam tam’ but by phone. For example, last year we were informed by a community of a security incident with another NGO because they were wondering if it was us. They were willing to help us if it was the case.”  “In some cases, especially in difficult areas where security is a problem, the communities share the information with us. They usually alert us to danger spots…We feel we receive this information on security because of the trust and regard they have for the work we are undertaking in their community.” Community members intervening to prevent or resolve an incident:One organization provided the example of paying a large sum of money to the wrong vendor. Community members offered to intervene on the organization’s behalf and were able to peacefully resolve a very tense situation.One NGO using a vehicle that was not well marked was attacked. The attackers took all the money and cell phones. The NGO recovered all items except the money, primarily through the intervention of one of the villages in which the NGO worked. 



Acceptance as a program and security approach

Security Programs

Acceptance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key research finding: Many organizations see acceptance as a programming strategy rather than a security management approach. At an institutional level, NGOs do not formally link these practices to security management, even though the research suggests that many NGO field staff see a clear linkage between program choices and their security implications. Limiting acceptance to program implementation practices ignores the security implications of other policies and practices across the organization in areas such as administration, human resources, and communication. In instances where organizations make these connections, this is done in an ad hoc or piecemeal manner.



Concluding Thought…

 Program Management 
 Human Resources
 Media and Communications
 Finance and Administration
 Logistics/Procurement
 Security Management

 In order for acceptance to be most effective as a 
programmatic and security management approach it should 
be a deliberate process that is part of many organizational 
functions:



Research Findings Q & A



Acceptance Assessment Toolkit: An Introduction 

The Toolkit’s original purpose: 

Compile qualitative tools to use 
for field research on acceptance in 

East Africa

This included: 

• Guidance on how to conduct key informant interviews, hold focus group 
discussions and conduct document analysis

• Key informant interview guides for different types of NGO staff and 
community members

•Matrices on key components of acceptance (programming, staffing, 
relationships, etc) with questions on acceptance in that area and guidance on 
where to look within an organization or who to talk to get this information 



Acceptance Assessment Toolkit

 Our vision for the Toolkit: 

 An assessment toolkit that will:  

 1) Help NGOs better understand acceptance as a security 
management approach; 

 2) Provide tools for NGOs to assess their current 
acceptance approach, including identifying major gaps in its 
implementation; and 

 3) Provide practical tools to help NGOs strengthen their 
acceptance approach to security management 



Toolkit Contents (current version): 

Building a conceptual understanding 
of acceptance 

How to carry out an acceptance 
assessment at your organization 

Strengthening your organization’s 
acceptance approach 

Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce handout here! Part 1:  Building a conceptual understanding of acceptance Key components of an acceptance approachHow acceptance fits into security management at your organization  Part 2:  How to carry out an acceptance assessment at your organization Assessment tools: key informant interviews, focus group discussions, document analysis What to do with the information you gather! Part 3:  Strengthening your organization’s acceptance approach Practical tools for implementing an acceptance approachSharing your findings and collaborating with other organizations



Sample Matrix 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This matrix aims to help the reader identify how acceptance fits into security management at their organization. For example, does their organization have a definition of acceptance? The matrix directs the reader to sources where they may find answers to these questions. 



Matrix Feedback Exercise 
 Overview of matrices (from Part 3 of the Toolkit): 

Analytical tool - how your organization might more effectively implement an 
acceptance approach to security management

Topics
 Principles and Mission
 Relationships and Networks
 Negotiation
 Stakeholder and Context Analysis
 Programming
 Communications
 Staffing
 Image and Perceptions
 Monitoring and assessing acceptance
 Levels of Acceptance
 Effectiveness

Presenter
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Analytical tool to identify gaps



Matrix Feedback Exercise

 Task:
In small groups, look at the matrix you’ve been given. Provide 
feedback on the following questions: 

 Are the statements/questions clear? If not, please provide 
suggestions.

 Are the statements/questions inclusive? What else might you 
add or change?

 Where else might you look for information related to these 
questions/statements (e.g., documents, informants – interviews 
or focus groups)?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure to explain that each table received a matrix on a key component of acceptance.10 groups Following on our collaborative learning approach, we’re seeking your guidance in helping us achieve our vision for the toolkit – gathering and sharing informationPlease take notes and give back comments to usGive us one readable copy with all comments at the endDebriefing – process itself helps to raise awareness, not just contentEvery group: 2 things that stood out, either from your discussion or from the matrices themselves



Matrix Feedback Exercise

 Debrief:
Each group received a matrix for a different topic. 

 Share two things that stood out from your discussion or from 
your analysis or recommendations related to the matrix

Please provide us with one legible copy of your comments 
related to the matrix you discussed
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Presentation Notes
Make sure to explain that each table received a matrix on a key component of acceptance.10 groups Following on our collaborative learning approach, we’re seeking your guidance in helping us achieve our vision for the toolkit – gathering Please take notes and give back comments to usGive us one readable copy with all comments at the endDebriefing – process itself helps to raise awareness, not just contentEvery group: 2 things that stood out, either from your discussion or from the matrices themselves



Next Steps for the Toolkit 

 Revision process aims to: 
 Make the toolkit less research-focused and more manageable for NGOs 

to use in the field or at HQ
 Expand on practical tools (specifically adapted toward an acceptance 

approach) such as stakeholder analyses, training tools for staff on 
acceptance, perceptions surveys, etc. 

 Gather and incorporate feedback from security managers on how to 
make the Toolkit most useful for NGOs 

 Distribution of Toolkit to wider NGO community 
 December of 2011 
 Will be available on http://acceptanceresearch.org

Presenter
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Any suggestions on making these more field accessibleWhat would you like to see

http://acceptanceresearch.org/


Toolkit Q&A



Thank you to: 

Academy for Educational Development (AED)
ACT Alliance Sudan Forum
Adventist Development and Relief Agency (ADRA)
American Red Cross (ARC)
American Refugee Committee (ARC)
BRAC
CARE International
Catholic Relief Services (CRS)
Centre for Safety and Development (CSD)
CHF International 
Child Fund International 
Concern Worldwide
European Interagency Security Forum (EISF)
GOAL Ireland
Humanitarian Policy
InterAction
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent 

(IFRC)

International Medical Corps (IMC)
International Rescue Committee (IRC)
Medair
Médecins du Monde (MDM)
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 
Mercy Corps
Nonviolent Peaceforce Sudan
Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC)
Oxfam 
Pentecostal Assemblies of God, Uganda (PAG)
Save the Children
Search for Common Ground
Security Management Initiative (SMI)
Sudanese Red Crescent Society
Tearfund
VSO
Welthungerhilfe
Winrock International
World Vision International

 The Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance at USAID  for funding this project
 A special thanks to EISF, CARE, Concern Worldwide, CRS and Save the Children 
 All of the organizations that participated in our events and contributed to the 
project:



And don’t forget…..

To visit our online forum, Acceptance Research, at: 
http://www.acceptanceresearch.org

On the Forum you will find: 

 Project information, event highlights and updates
 Additional Resources on acceptance and NGO security 

management 
 Country Reports on our field research findings in Kenya, 

Uganda, and South Sudan
 Final Report (to be released in Fall 2011)
 Acceptance Assessment Toolkit (to be released by Dec 2011)

http://www.acceptanceresearch.org/
http://www.acceptanceresearch.org/
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